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About This Game

Warring States: Tactics

15 Single-player Story Missions (each a unique map)

12 Battle-mode/Multi-player Battle maps (vs Humans or AI)

2-4 Player Local and Online Multi-player

Original Soundtrack composed with the actual sounds of classical Chinese musical instruments

Hex-based / Turn-based (IGOUGO) combat

Unique Tactical Point system: Earn Tactical Points for making sound tactical decisions (flanking, spears vs cavalry,
defending high ground, etc.) and spend them on devastating special moves
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18 Special Moves

Siege Warfare: Assault castle walls with siege towers or destroy their gates with powerful battering rams

In depth terrain mechanics across 4 different environments

No Building: Focus entirely on the combat and tactical choices

Warring States : Tactics is a turn-based battle strategy game set during the Warring States period of Ancient China.

The Warring States period is one of turmoil in China, where various feudal states struggle for control of all of China. Lead the
forces of Qin through numerous historically-based missions as they challenge the other states for supremacy.

The story is told between missions as dialogue cut-scenes using beautifully drawn character portraits; as well as in game dialogue
relevant to the battle at hand.

Also included is a fully composed soundtrack, which really helps bring the feeling of Ancient China to the game's atmosphere.
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Title: Warring States
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
polynation games ltd
Publisher:
polynation games ltd
Release Date: 29 Jan, 2018
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Great game and huge potential cant say something bad about it.
Bugs are there but they work on it its for sure playable and one of the good EA.. Simple, addictive, cool bgm and the developers
are always concerned about issues that people may have. The BEST Ping Pong VR experience!

I've tried other Ping Pong for VR and they haven't this quality: the physic is pretty perfect (i can smash and play finest), AI is
very competitive (if you set to hard....omg!!!).

Very very very nice and fun!!!

THE Ping Pong VR!!

The best!. Where do I start?

This product is easy to get attached to, you need plenty of patients at the start and it's wise to follow all of the Tutorial videos in
game or on Youtube to ensure you understand how the game works completely, otherwise you'll enter a world with no idea what
to do.

As you process in the game and other AI members around you do also, you'll encounter some frame drops, but not to worry!
This products new and I'm sure the developers will fix this before long, so for now pick a medium sized world and around 2-3
AI max.

Any crashed encountered? No, i've a rather standard and average speced computer, and I've encounted none.

Is it worth the money? If you enjoy simulated games and have plenty of patients, this is the game for you. I Could spend
countless hours on this game without even realising the time. Completely worth the money (When it's on some sort of sale!)
This product in my opinion is not worth anything more than £10.00 to £12.00 tops!

Overall, I rate this game 7/10, simply due to small ingame bugs that should be fixed before long and due to the cost of the
product.

Thanks and happy gaming.. In my opinion this game is pointless.
You're just flying little square and you have to avoid words probably from book "Alice in Wonderland" (I didn't read this).
But sometimes you can play if you're bored :).. Finished career mode in less than 1 day. Career mode is short, but the other
features such as workshop, and modding abilities make this game worth it's price.. Nice game!
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Its only annoying that you can't save your progress when you die, but it's not that long game so I don't have anything to
complain.. no longer works. worthless on my macbook too. Lame.
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This is a really good game and a fun one too. The only down side to this game is it gives you a time limit to do the missions in
which I don't think is good, I hope they do an update where you can be able to make mission not timed. The ambulance mission
aren't very good either beacuse all you do is get to the place where they're hurt / injured , pick them up and take them to the
hospital. It is very realistic aswell.. This seemed appealing to me as I like fractal visuals and with the Oculus Rift headset i was
looking for something a little more interesting than the milkdrop visualiser included with Virtual Desktop. So this turns out be
be really cool, a space shooter and visualiser in one. Its great for spacing out to and i find it works best when listening to albums
by the electronic group Orbital, check them out if you dont know them, they are a seminal UK electronic group and their music
fits perfectly with this game. Reccomended.. THE GAME IS LEGIT! I can't wit to see more as the devs work hard on it.
They're amazing group that does answer questions in their discord. Short waits for games and crazy fun!. Game would not work
for me not matter what I did, tried Xbox one controller touch controllers and rift small controller, and yes my controllers are set
up in Steam and why would you be using a xbox one controller for this game should be touch. I`ve requested a refuned as it did
not look like the game pictures of video.. Bought the game and played a little. And while I give this a recommendation, it is
mainly for the potential.

The current gameplay is a bit lacking.
I played against AI several times to try out stuff and it all came down to one thing: I did build more towers early and was able to
kill the first batches of small creatures. Later on, when bigger creatues spawn, nothing seems able to kill them. So whoever had
lost more life at that point, kinda won.

And that brings me to my major issue with the game: Either I am to stupid to figure out how to kill the big mobs, or they are to
tough. For me, they pretty much ended the game quite early. As neither me nor the AI could kill them effectively, they walked
through the maze (which at this point only had like 20 towers of 50 possible, mostly not upgraded), dealt damage to the AI and
me and soon the AI lost. But even against human players - as I don't know how to kill them and the monsters getting stronger
every round, this means 1 or 2 rounds more at best, before the game would end.
This meant the playtime was rather short and both mazing and building towers felt less rwarding, as I could not use the whole
maze and also towers+upgrades became almost useless against half the attacking forces.

Though I do like the premise. Beeing able to build a maze and having quite some tower variety is really cool. The Shepherds
also add some interesting level to the game and allow to somewhat influence the marching forces. Which is why I kind of
recommend the game.. Took 3 days for it to even start! Had to send log files to the dev, which got returned to me! (bad email
address?) Second or third patch got it to actually start. Finally starts, it didn't save, had to start over from the beginning, again,
over and over. Now, it crashes in the exact same spot every time---the very first jump in the game. Repeatedly tried it (going
through the whole intro each time), it repeatedly crashes.
Seems like it's still in EA and definitely wasn't ready for release. My first refund ever! 'Might' revisit in 6-12 months.. As of the
release, it's a very generic match 3 game with a dearth of explanation as to what's going on, how to proceed, and very
oppositional goals depending on the mode you're playing. In story mode, you're looking to beat the score requirement within a
limited number of moves, whereas in the arcade you're playing against the timer. The game desperately needs a settings menu so
you can turn the one and only music track down. The story, such as it is, is lackluster. You're going to school and you run across
a handful of stereotypes that you 'know' but don't, since they're silhouettes until you beat their first dates in the arcade mode, but
their achievements for doing so give you their character style immediately. I struggled to meet the point goals in the first four
dates, even repeating dates two and four, and then, on date 5 (the introduction of the teacher) I beat the goal score requirement
in two moves? The progression needs balancing. No nudity so far, interested to see where the game will progress in time,
though.. I'm sorry, but i can't give this game a thumbs up.

Let's start with the positive aspects: It did not crash an i didn't encounter any bugs. And the fights aren't that bad.

Gameplay Video: (Commentary is in German, just imagine that i'm laughing and ranting all the time)

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=K4V8zeptRrI

Cons:
- Ugly character models
- bad walking and running animations
- empty landscapes
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- voice acting
- written smileys in conversations?
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